American Spring Lexington Concord And The
Road To Revolution
Yeah, reviewing a ebook American Spring Lexington Concord And The Road To Revolution
could go to your close friends listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As
understood, achievement does not recommend that you have astonishing points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as treaty even more than further will have enough money each
success. neighboring to, the broadcast as with ease as perspicacity of this American Spring
Lexington Concord And The Road To Revolution can be taken as without difficulty as picked to act.

Igniting the American Revolution - Derek W.
Beck 2015-10-06
"For those who like their history rich in vivid
details, Derek Beck has served up a delicious
brew in this book....This may soon become
everyone's favorite." —Thomas Fleming, author
of Liberty! The American Revolution A sweeping,
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

provocative new look at the pivotal years leading
up to the American Revolution The
Revolutionary War did not begin with the
Declaration of Independence, but several years
earlier in 1773. In this gripping history, Derek
W. Beck reveals the full story of the war before
American independence-from both sides.
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Spanning the years 1773-1775 and drawing on
new material from meticulous research and
previously unpublished documents, letters, and
diaries, Igniting the American Revolution sweeps
readers from the rumblings that led to the
Boston Tea Party to the halls of Parliamentwhere Ben Franklin was almost run out of
England for pleading on behalf of the colonies-to
that fateful Expedition to Concord which
resulted in the shot heard round the world. With
exquisite detail and keen insight, Beck brings
revolutionary America to life in all its
enthusiastic and fiery patriotic fervor, painting a
nuanced portrait of the perspectives, ambitions,
people, and events on both the British and the
American sides that eventually would lead to the
convention in Philadelphia on July 4, 1776.
Captivating, provocative and inspiring, Igniting
the American Revolution is the definitive history
of these landmark years in our nation's history,
whose events irrevocably altered the future not
only of the United States and England, but the
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whole world. " Integrating compelling
personalities with grand strategies, political
maneuverings on both sides of the Atlantic, and
vividly related incidents, Igniting the American
Revolution pulls the reader into a world rending
the British Empire asunder." Samuel A. Forman,
author of the biography Dr. Joseph Warren
Journal of the American Revolution - Todd
Andrlik 2017-05-10
The fourth annual compilation of selected
articles from the online Journal of the American
Revolution.
Iron Horses - Walter R. Borneman 2014-11-18
A "masterly" account of the origins of the
transcontinental railroad (Douglas Brinkley) by
the author of the bestselling The Admirals. After
the completion of the first transcontinental
railroad in 1869, the rest of the United States
was up for grabs, and the race was on. The
prize: a better, shorter, less snowy route through
the American Southwest, linking Los Angeles to
Chicago. In Iron Horses, Borneman recounts the
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rivalries, contested routes, political posturing,
and business dealings that unfolded as an
increasing number of lines pushed their way
across the country. Borneman brings to life the
legendary robber barons behind it all and also
captures the herculean efforts required to
construct these roads -- the laborers who did the
back-breaking work, the brakemen who ran atop
moving cars, the tracklayers crushed and killed
by runaway trains. From backroom deals in
Washington, DC, to armed robberies of trains in
the wild deserts, from cattle cars to streamliners
and Super Chiefs, all the great incidents and
innovations of a mighty American era are made
vivid in Iron Horses.
The Son of God in the Roman World Michael Peppard 2011-07-18
Winner of the 2013 Manfred Lautenschlaeger
Award for Theological Promise Michael Peppard
examines the social and political meaning of
divine sonship in the Roman Empire. He begins
by analyzing the conceptual framework within
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which the term ''son of God'' has traditionally
been considered in biblical scholarship. Then,
through engagement with recent scholarship in
Roman history - including studies of family
relationships, imperial ideology, and emperor
worship - he offers new ways of interpreting the
Christian theological metaphors of
''begotten''and ''adoptive'' sonship. Peppard
focuses on social practices and political
ideology, revealing that scholarship on divine
sonship has been especially hampered by
mistaken assumptions about adopted sons. He
invites fresh readings of several early Christian
texts, from the first Gospel to writings of the
fourth century. By re-interpreting several
ancient phenomena - particularly divine status,
adoption, and baptism - he offers an imaginative
refiguring of the Son of God in the Roman world.
Down the Warpath to the Cedars - Mark R.
Anderson 2021-04-15
In May 1776 more than two hundred Indian
warriors descended the St. Lawrence River to
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attack Continental forces at the Cedars, west of
Montreal. In just three days’ fighting, the Native
Americans and their British and Canadian allies
forced the American fort to surrender and
ambushed a fatally delayed relief column. In
Down the Warpath to the Cedars, author Mark
R. Anderson flips the usual perspective on this
early engagement and focuses on its Native
participants—their motivations, battlefield
conduct, and the event’s impact in their world.
In this way, Anderson’s work establishes and
explains Native Americans’ centrality in the
Revolutionary War’s northern theater.
Anderson’s dramatic, deftly written narrative
encompasses decisive diplomatic encounters,
political intrigue, and scenes of brutal violence
but is rooted in deep archival research and
ethnohistorical scholarship. It sheds new light on
the alleged massacre and atrocities that other
accounts typically focus on. At the same time,
Anderson traces the aftermath for Indian
captives and military hostages, as well as the
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

political impact of the Cedars reaching all the
way to the Declaration of Independence. The
action at the Cedars emerges here as a
watershed moment, when Indian neutrality
frayed to the point that hundreds of northern
warriors entered the fight between crown and
colonies. Adroitly interweaving the stories of
diverse characters—chiefs, officials, agents,
soldiers, and warriors—Down the Warpath to the
Cedars produces a complex picture, and a
definitive account, of the Revolutionary War’s
first Indian battles, an account that significantly
expands our historical understanding of the
northern theater of the American Revolution.
Angel in the Whirlwind - Benson Bobrick
2011-01-11
Angel in the Whirlwind is the epic tale of the
American Revolution, from its roots among taxweary colonists to the triumphant Declaration of
Independence and eventual victory and liberty,
recounted by Benson Bobrick, lauded by The
New York Times as “perhaps the most
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interesting historian writing in America today.”
Overwhelmed with debt following its victory in
the French and Indian Wars, England began
imposing harsh new tariffs and taxes on its
colonists in the 1760s. Rebellion against these
measures soon erupted into war. Bobrick
thrillingly describes all the major battles, from
Lexington and Concord to the dramatic siege of
Yorktown, when the British flag was finally
lowered before patriot guns. At the same time he
weaves together social and political history
along with the military history, bringing to life
not only the charismatic leaders of the
independence movement, but also their lesserknown compatriots, both patriot and loyalist,
English and American, whose voices vividly
convey the urgency of war. Illuminated by fresh
insight, Angel in the Whirlwind is a dramatic
narrative of our nation’s birth, in all its passion
and glory.
Improbable Patriot - Harlow G. Unger 2011
The outrageous true story of the French plot to
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

supply arms and ammunition to Washington's
Continental Army, and the bold French spy,
inventor, playwright, and rogue behind it all
The Struggle for Power in Colonial America,
1607–1776 - William R. Nester 2017-10-11
This study provides a broad examination of the
overlapping conflicts and power struggles
among the indigenous population, colonists, and
other European peoples that shaped the
American colonies. The author analyzes the
origins, development, and outcomes of such
conflicts and their various cultural and political
impacts.
The 10 Key Campaigns of the American
Revolution - Edward G. Lengel 2020-08-18
Many American know bits and pieces of the War
for Independence…Lexington, Bunker Hill,
Saratoga, Yorktown, Washington, Hamilton,
Benedict Arnold. All familiar names, but how did
it all fit together. How did merchants, lawyers,
farmers and cobblers all come together and
defeat the combined forces of the British
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Empire, its powerful Navy, and their Hessian
auxiliaries. For that matter, who were the
Hessians, and what is an auxiliary? Eminent
historian, Ed Lengel has brought together ten of
the most highly respected Revolutionary War
experts to present the stirring narratives of
history altering military campaigns that formed
a new nation. Accessibly written, the lay reader
will take a tour through British America from
Quebec City's frozen fortress, to the Concord's
Old North Bridge, Cross the Delaware with
Washington and through South Carolina with the
"Swamp Fox" Frances Marion. After reading
these ten riveting essays, every American will
sound like an expert on our nation's fight for
freedom. Includes: Lexington, Concord, and
Bunker Hill by Glenn Williams Quebec and the
Champlain Valley by Mark Anderson Brooklyn to
Fort Lee by Todd Braisted The Crossing and The
Ten Crucial Days by William L. Kidder
Ticonderoga To Saratoga by James Kirby Martin
Brandywine to Valley Forge by Michael C. Harris
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

The Monmouth Campaign by Mark Lender
Charlestown to Kings Mountain by John
Buchanan From Cowpens to Guilford Courthouse
by John Maass The Allied March to Yorktown by
Robert Selig
Paul Revere's Ride - Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow 1905
MacArthur at War - Walter R. Borneman
2016-05-10
A Finalist for the Gilder Lehrman Prize for
Military History at the New-York Historical
Society The definitive account of General
Douglas MacArthur's rise during World War II,
from the author of the bestseller The Admirals.
World War II changed the course of history.
Douglas MacArthur changed the course of World
War II. MACARTHUR AT WAR will go deeper
into this transformative period of his life than
previous biographies, drilling into the military
strategy that Walter R. Borneman is so skilled at
conveying, and exploring how personality and
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ego translate into military successes and
failures. Architect of stunning triumphs and
inexplicable defeats, General MacArthur is the
most intriguing military leader of the twentieth
century. There was never any middle ground
with MacArthur. This in-depth study of the most
critical period of his career shows how
MacArthur's influence spread far beyond the
war-torn Pacific.
Alaska - Walter R. Borneman 2009-10-13
The history of Alaska is filled with stories of new
land and new riches -- and ever present are new
people with competing views over how the
valuable resources should be used: Russians
exploiting a fur empire; explorers checking rival
advances; prospectors stampeding to the clarion
call of "Gold!"; soldiers battling out a decisive
chapter in world war; oil wildcatters looking for
a different kind of mineral wealth; and always at
the core of these disputes is the question of how
the land is to be used and by whom. While some
want Alaska to remain static, others are in the
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vanguard of change. Alaska: Saga of a Bold Land
shows that there are no easy answers on either
side and that Alaska will always be crossing the
next frontier.
Battle Green Vietnam - Elise Lemire 2021-04-16
In the spring of 1971, the largest mass arrest in
Massachusetts history unfolded at a site
nationally celebrated as the birthplace of
freedom and democracy. With peace efforts at a
standstill, the New England chapter of Vietnam
Veterans Against the War had organized an
event to rouse public support for their cause.
Over the course of the long Memorial Day
weekend, a band of more than two hundred
young, fatigue-clad veterans sounded the alarm
for peace and patriotism by marching—in
reverse—the path Paul Revere had taken two
centuries earlier when he called on the
American colonists to rise against their British
oppressors. Enacting the parts of colonial
militiamen, the veterans set off in patrol
formation along the famed Battle Road, a route
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calculated to take them past Concord's Old
North Bridge, onto Lexington's Battle Green,
and up to Bunker Hill. Determined to reanimate
the patriotic sentiments expressed by the area's
many Revolutionary War memorials, they
revealed how far the nation had veered from its
ideals by staging reenactments of the brutal
atrocities they had witnessed and perpetrated in
the name of freedom on the other side of the
world. "With an ironic twist," the fliers they
distributed explained, "our presence in
Indochina as viewed by a native of an occupied
village easily coincides with the British army in
America." To the selectmen of the town of
Lexington who ordered their mass arrest, the
veterans were defiling spaces sacred to the
nation's Revolutionary past; to the hundreds of
bystanders who fed, sheltered, and committed
civil disobedience with them, they were an
inspiration. Elise Lemire tells this extraordinary
story from the perspective of six men who played
central roles in the events of May 1971. Based
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

on more than one hundred interviews with
participants and accompanied by nearly forty
photographs and maps, Battle Green Vietnam
demonstrates the power of mobilizing history,
myth, and memorials to effect revolutionary
change.
Lexington and Concord: The Battle Heard
Round the World - George C. Daughan
2018-04-03
An award-winning historian reinterprets the
battle that launched the American Revolution.
George C. Daughan’s magnificently detailed
account of the Battle of Lexington and Concord
challenges the prevailing narrative of the
American War of Independence. It was, Daughan
argues, based as much in economic concerns as
political ones. When Massachusetts militiamen
turned out in overwhelming numbers to fight the
British, they believed they were fighting for their
farms and livelihoods, as well as for liberty.
Benjamin Franklin was not surprised by this
widespread belief. In the years prior to the
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Revolution, Franklin had toured Great Britain
and witnessed the wretched living conditions of
the king’s subjects. They wore rags for clothes,
went barefoot, and had little to eat. They were
not citizens, but serfs. Franklin described the
appalling situation in a number of letters home.
In the eyes of many American colonists, Britain’s
repressive measures were not seen simply as an
effort to reestablish political control of the
colonies, but also as a means to reduce the
prosperous colonists themselves to the serfdom
described in the Franklin letters. Another key
factor in the outcome of this historic battle,
according to Daughan, was the scorn British
officers had for colonial fighters. Although the
British officers had fought alongside colonial
Americans in the ferocious French and Indian
War, they failed to anticipate the skill,
organization, and sheer numbers of the colonial
militias. Daughan explains how British
arrogance led them to defeat at the hands of
motivated, experienced patriot fighters
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

determined to protect their way of life.
Authoritative and immersive, Lexington and
Concord gives us a new understanding of a
battle that became a template for colonial
uprisings in later centuries.
American Spring - Walter R. Borneman
2014-05-06
A vibrant new look at the American Revolution's
first months, from the author of the bestseller
The Admirals When we reflect on our nation's
history, the American Revolution can feel almost
like a foregone conclusion. In reality, the first
weeks and months of 1775 were very tenuous,
and a fractured and ragtag group of colonial
militias had to coalesce rapidly to have even the
slimmest chance of toppling the mighty British
Army. AMERICAN SPRING follows a fledgling
nation from Paul Revere's little-known ride of
December 1774 and the first shots fired on
Lexington Green through the catastrophic Battle
of Bunker Hill, culminating with a Virginian
named George Washington taking command of
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colonial forces on July 3, 1775. Focusing on the
colorful heroes John Hancock, Samuel Adams,
Mercy Otis Warren, Benjamin Franklin, and
Patrick Henry, and the ordinary Americans
caught up in the revolution, Walter R. Borneman
uses newly available sources and research to tell
the story of how a decade of discontent erupted
into an armed rebellion that forged our nation.
Battles of the Revolutionary War,
1775–1781 - W. J. Wood 2012-05-21
A military historian’s “eminently readable” look
at the strategy and tactics at Bunker Hill,
Trenton, and other battles of the American
Revolution (George F. Scheer, author of Rebels
and Redcoats). This groundbreaking study
argues that the Americans did not simply outlast
the British in the Revolutionary War—but won
their independence by employing superior
strategies, tactics, and leadership. For history
buffs and armchair strategists, here is a blow-byblow analysis of the men, commanders, and
weaponry used in the famous battles of Bunker
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

Hill, Quebec, Trenton, Princeton, Saratoga,
Cowpens, and more—with dozens of detailed
maps and illustrations.
The Road to Concord - John Leonard Bell 2016
In the early spring of 1775, on a farm in
Concord, Massachusetts, British army spies
located four brass cannon belonging to Boston's
colonial militia that had gone missing months
before. British general Thomas Gage had been
searching for them, both to stymie New
England's growing rebellion and to erase the
embarrassment of having let cannon disappear
from armories under redcoat guard. Anxious to
regain those weapons, he drew up plans for his
troops to march nineteen miles into unfriendly
territory. The Massachusetts Patriots,
meanwhile, prepared to thwart the general's
mission. There was one goal Gage and his
enemies shared: for different reasons, they all
wanted to keep the stolen cannon as secret as
possible. Both sides succeeded well enough that
the full story has never appeared until now. The
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Road to Concord: How Four Stolen Cannon
Ignited the Revolutionary War by historian J. L.
Bell reveals a new dimension to the start of
America's War for Independence by tracing the
spark of its first battle back to little-known
events beginning in September 1774. The author
relates how radical Patriots secured those four
cannon and smuggled them out of Boston, and
how Gage sent out spies and search parties to
track them down. Drawing on archives in the
United States, United Kingdom, and Canada, the
book creates a lively, original, and deeply
documented picture of a society perched on the
brink of war.
Dr. Joseph Warren - Sam Forman 2011-11-21
The definitive biography of the Revolutionary
War doctor and hero. An American doctor,
Bostonian, and patriot, Joseph Warren played a
central role in the events leading to the
American Revolution. This detailed biography of
Warren rescues the figure from obscurity and
reveals a remarkable revolutionary who
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

dispatched Paul Revere on his famous ride and
was the hero of the battle of Bunker Hill, where
he was killed in action. Physician to the history
makers of early America, political virtuoso, and
military luminary, Warren comes to life in this
comprehensive biography meticulously
grounded in original scholarship.
1775 - Kevin Phillips 2013-09-24
A groundbreaking account of the American
Revolution—from the bestselling author of
American Dynasty In this major new work,
iconoclastic historian and political chronicler
Kevin Phillips upends the conventional reading
of the American Revolution by debunking the
myth that 1776 was the struggle’s watershed
year. Focusing on the great battles and events of
1775, Phillips surveys the political climate,
economic structures, and military preparations
of the crucial year that was the harbinger of
revolution, tackling the eighteenth century with
the same skill and perception he has shown in
analyzing contemporary politics and economics.
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The result is a dramatic account brimming with
original insights about the country we eventually
became.
The Price of Greatness - Jay Cost 2018-06-05
An incisive account of the tumultuous
relationship between Alexander Hamilton and
James Madison and of the origins of our wealthy
yet highly unequal nation In the history of
American politics there are few stories as
enigmatic as that of Alexander Hamilton and
James Madison's bitterly personal falling out.
Together they helped bring the Constitution into
being, yet soon after the new republic was born
they broke over the meaning of its founding
document. Hamilton emphasized economic
growth, Madison the importance of republican
principles. Jay Cost is the first to argue that both
men were right--and that their quarrel reveals a
fundamental paradox at the heart of the
American experiment. He shows that each man
in his own way came to accept corruption as a
necessary cost of growth. The Price of Greatness
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reveals the trade-off that made the United States
the richest nation in human history, and that
continues to fracture our politics to this day.
Major Battles in US History - Various 2017-01-01
Major Battles in US History gives readers an upclose look at key battles throughout the history
of the country. Each book offers engaging
anecdotes from the battle before expanding to
cover the battle’s historical context, decisive
moments, and lasting impacts. Without
overwhelming readers, these books offer
insightful windows into the battles and wars that
have shaped the United States and the world.
This set includes the titles The Battle of
Gettysburg: Bloodiest Battle of the Civil War,
The Battle of Inchon: Turning Point of the
Korean War, The Battle of Little Bighorn:
Legendary Battle of the Great Sioux War, The
Battle of Midway: Turning the Tide of World War
II, The Battle of San Juan Hill: Famous Battle of
the Spanish-American War, The Battles of
Lexington and Concord: Start of the American
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Revolution, The Invasion of Normandy: Epic
Battle of World War II, and The Tet Offensive:
Crucial Battles of the Vietnam War.
A Single Blow - Phillip S. Greenwalt 2017-07-19
I have now nothing to trouble your Lordship
with, but an affair that happened on the 19th
instant . . .General Thomas Gage penned the
above line to his superiors in London, casually
summing up the shots fired at Lexington and
Concord on April 19, 1775.The history of the
Battles of Lexington and Concord were the
culmination of years of unrest between those
loyal to the British monarchy and those
advocating for more autonomy and dreaming of
independence from Great Britain in the futre. On
the morning of April 19th, Gage sent out a force
of British soldiers under the command of
Lieutenant Colonel Francis Smith to confiscate,
recapture, and destroy the military supplies
gathered by the colonists and believed to be
stored in the town of Concord.Due to the alacrity
of men such as Dr. James Warren, Paul Revere,
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

and William Dawes, utilizing a network of
signals and outriders, the countryside was wellaware of the approaching British, setting the
stage for the days events.When the column
reached the green of Lexington, Massachusetts,
militiamen awaited their approach. The first
shots of April 19th would be fired there. The rest
of the day unfolded accordingly.Historians
Phillip S. Greenwalt and Robert Orrison unfold
the facts of April 19, 1775, uncovering the
amazing history that this pivotal spring day
ushered in for the fate of Massachusetts and
thirteen of Great Britains North American
colonies with In a Single Blow.
The Minutemen and Their World - Robert A.
Gross 2011-04-01
Winner of the Bancroft Prize The Minutemen
and Their World, first published in 1976, is
reissued now in a twenty-fifth anniversary
edition with a new Foreword by Alan Taylor and
a new Afterword by the author. On April 19,
1775, the American Revolution began at the Old
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North Bridge in Concord, Massachusetts. The
"shot heard round the world" catapulted this
sleepy New England town into the midst of
revolutionary fervor, and Concord went on to
become the intellectual capital of the new
republic. The town—future home to Emerson,
Thoreau, and Hawthorne—soon came to
symbolize devotion to liberty, intellectual
freedom, and the stubborn integrity of rural life.
In The Minutemen and Their World, Robert
Gross has written a remarkably subtle and
detailed reconstruction of the lives and
community of this special place, and a
compelling interpretation of the American
Revolution as a social movement.
The Day the American Revolution Began William H. Hallahan 2022-02-08
At four in the morning on April 19, 1975, a line
of British soldiers stared across the village green
of Lexington, Massachusetts, at a crowd of
seventy-seven Amercican militiamen. A shot
rang out, and the Redcoats replied with a
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devastating volley. But the day that started so
well for the king's troops would end in
catastrophe: seventy-three British soldiers dead,
two hundred wounded, and the survivors chased
back into Boston by the angry colonists. Drawing
on diaries, letters, official documents, and
memoirs, William H. Hallahan vividly captures
the drama of those tense twenty-four hours and
shows how they decided the fate of two nations.
The War of the Revolution - Christopher Ward
2011-01-16
“The War of the Revolution is a solid chunk of
scholarship, likely toendure as a classical work
on its subject.”—Time
Paul Revere's Ride - David Hackett Fischer
1995
Discusses the events leading up to Paul Revere's
ride, and reinforces his importance in the history
of the Revolutionary War
Women's Letters - Lisa Grunwald 2009-01-21
Historical events of the last three centuries
come alive through these women’s singular
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correspondences—often their only form of public
expression. In 1775, Rachel Revere tries to send
financial aid to her husband, Paul, in a note that
is confiscated by the British; First Lady Dolley
Madison tells her sister about rescuing George
Washington’s portrait during the War of 1812;
one week after JFK’s assassination, Jacqueline
Kennedy pens a heartfelt letter to Nikita
Khrushchev; and on September 12, 2001, a
schoolgirl writes a note of thanks to a New York
City firefighter, asking him, “Were you afraid?”
The letters gathered here also offer fresh insight
into the personal milestones in women’s lives.
Here is a mid-nineteenth-century missionary
describing a mastectomy performed without
anesthesia; Marilyn Monroe asking her doctor to
spare her ovaries in a handwritten note she
taped to her stomach before appendix surgery;
an eighteen-year-old telling her mother about
her decision to have an abortion the year after
Roe v. Wade; and a woman writing to her
parents and in-laws about adopting a Chinese
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baby. With more than 400 letters and over 100
stunning photographs, Women’s Letters is a
work of astonishing breadth and scope, and a
remarkable testament to the women who
lived–and made–history. From the Hardcover
edition.
Eyewitness Images from the American
Revolution - Arthur Lefkowitz 2017-02-01
See the revolution through the eyes of
contemporary artists! Most images depicting the
American Revolution are historically inaccurate
nineteenth- and twentieth-century recreations.
Historian Arthur S. Lefkowitz is working to
change this. Lefkowitz gathered images from
artists who were on-site for these pivotal
moments in our nation's history. His research in
museums and private collections in the United
States, Canada, and England spanned years and
brought together both professional and amateur
artist renditions, including those from British
soldiers. With over 60 examples of "eyewitness"
artwork, Lefkowitz draws readers into our
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nation’s fight for independence, appealing to
those interested in American history and art
history alike.
The Spirit of '74 - Ray Raphael 2015-08-25
How ordinary people went from resistance to
revolution: “[A] concise, lively narrative . . . the
authors expertly build tension.” —Publishers
Weekly Americans know about the Boston Tea
Party and “the shot heard ’round the world,” but
sixteen months divided these two iconic events,
a period that has nearly been lost to history. The
Spirit of ’74 fills in this gap in our nation’s
founding narrative, showing how in these
mislaid months, step by step, real people made a
revolution. After the Tea Party, Parliament not
only shut down a port but also revoked the
sacred Massachusetts charter. Completely
disenfranchised, citizens rose up as a body and
cast off British rule everywhere except in
Boston, where British forces were stationed. A
“Spirit of ’74” initiated the American Revolution,
much as the better-known “Spirit of ’76” sparked
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

independence. Redcoats marched on Lexington
and Concord to take back a lost province, but
they encountered Massachusetts militiamen who
had trained for months to protect the revolution
they had already made. The Spirit of ’74 places
our founding moment in a rich new historical
context, both changing and deepening its
meaning for all Americans.
The Admirals - Walter R. Borneman 2012-05-01
How history's only five-star admirals triumphed
in World War II and made the United States the
world's dominant sea power. Only four men in
American history have been promoted to the
five-star rank of Admiral of the Fleet: William
Leahy, Ernest King, Chester Nimitz, and William
Halsey. These four men were the best and the
brightest the navy produced, and together they
led the U.S. navy to victory in World War II,
establishing the United States as the world's
greatest fleet. In THE ADMIRALS, awardwinning historian Walter R. Borneman tells their
story in full detail for the first time. Drawing
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upon journals, ship logs, and other primary
sources, he brings an incredible historical
moment to life, showing us how the four
admirals revolutionized naval warfare forever
with submarines and aircraft carriers, and how
these men-who were both friends and rivalsworked together to ensure that the Axis fleets
lay destroyed on the ocean floor at the end of
World War II.
The British Are Coming - Rick Atkinson
2019-05-14
Winner of the George Washington Prize Winner
of the Barbara and David Zalaznick Book Prize in
American History Winner of the Excellence in
American History Book Award Winner of the
Fraunces Tavern Museum Book Award From the
bestselling author of the Liberation Trilogy
comes the extraordinary first volume of his new
trilogy about the American Revolution Rick
Atkinson, author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning An
Army at Dawn and two other superb books about
World War II, has long been admired for his
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

deeply researched, stunningly vivid narrative
histories. Now he turns his attention to a new
war, and in the initial volume of the Revolution
Trilogy he recounts the first twenty-one months
of America’s violent war for independence. From
the battles at Lexington and Concord in spring
1775 to those at Trenton and Princeton in winter
1777, American militiamen and then the ragged
Continental Army take on the world’s most
formidable fighting force. It is a gripping saga
alive with astonishing characters: Henry Knox,
the former bookseller with an uncanny
understanding of artillery; Nathanael Greene,
the blue-eyed bumpkin who becomes a brilliant
battle captain; Benjamin Franklin, the self-made
man who proves to be the wiliest of diplomats;
George Washington, the commander in chief
who learns the difficult art of leadership when
the war seems all but lost. The story is also told
from the British perspective, making the mortal
conflict between the redcoats and the rebels all
the more compelling. Full of riveting details and
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untold stories, The British Are Coming is a tale
of heroes and knaves, of sacrifice and blunder, of
redemption and profound suffering. Rick
Atkinson has given stirring new life to the first
act of our country’s creation drama.
Accomplishing the Impossible - William E.
Rapp 2021-09-21
Accomplishing the Impossible draws
contemporary leadership lessons from the
events and people that were central to the
beginning of the American Revolution. Retired
general, scholar, and educator William E. Rapp,
cuts through the popular mythology around the
Boston Campaign and applies the historical
lessons to challenges faced by today’s business
and public sector leaders. By doing so, he
inspires today’s leaders to view contemporary
leadership and change management through a
fresh lens. “At a time when our nation is
emerging from multiple crises, one often hears
cries for better leadership. But what virtues
must our leaders possess and how do we develop
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

those qualities in ourselves and others? Major
General Bill Rapp (ret.) tells us in Accomplishing
the Impossible: Leadership That Launched
Revolutionary Change. In this well-researched
and elegantly written book about the unsung
heroes who helped win our nation’s
independence, an accomplished warrior-scholar
tells compelling stories that teach us not only
how to spot and grow effective and principled
leaders, but also how to become better leaders
ourselves.” —H.R. McMaster, author of
Battlegrounds: The Fight to Defend the Free
World “An outstanding primer on leadership all
the more exceptional for breathing life into
events that occurred nearly 250 years ago. Bill
Rapp teases out lessons in leadership that are as
germane to business as they are to the military
and are as applicable today as they were in the
first years of the American Revolution. A unique
resource for leaders looking to maximize the
potential of their organizations.” —Peter R.
Mansoor, Mason Chair of Military History, Ohio
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State University, Author, Surge: My Journey with
General David Petraeus and the Remaking of the
Iraq War
1774 - Mary Beth Norton 2020-02-11
From one of our most acclaimed and original
colonial historians, a groundbreaking book
tracing the critical "long year" of 1774 and the
revolutionary change that took place from the
Boston Tea Party and the First Continental
Congress to the Battles of Lexington and
Concord. A WALL STREET JOURNAL BEST
BOOK OF THE YEAR In this masterly work of
history, the culmination of more than four
decades of research and thought, Mary Beth
Norton looks at the sixteen months leading up to
the clashes at Lexington and Concord in midApril 1775. This was the critical, and often
overlooked, period when colonists traditionally
loyal to King George III began their discordant
“discussions” that led them to their acceptance
of the inevitability of war against the British
Empire. Drawing extensively on pamphlets,
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

newspapers, and personal correspondence,
Norton reconstructs colonial political discourse
as it took place throughout 1774. Late in the
year, conservatives mounted a vigorous
campaign criticizing the First Continental
Congress. But by then it was too late. In early
1775, colonial governors informed officials in
London that they were unable to thwart the
increasing power of local committees and their
allied provincial congresses. Although the
Declaration of Independence would not be
formally adopted until July 1776, Americans had
in effect “declared independence ” even before
the outbreak of war in April 1775 by obeying the
decrees of the provincial governments they had
elected rather than colonial officials appointed
by the king. Norton captures the tension and
drama of this pivotal year and foundational
moment in American history and brings it to life
as no other historian has done before.
Brothers Down - Walter R. Borneman
2019-05-14
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A deeply personal and never-before-told account
of one of America's darkest days, from the
bestselling author of The Admirals and
MacArthur at War. The surprise attack at Pearl
Harbor on December 7, 1941 remains one of the
most traumatic events in American history.
America's battleship fleet was crippled,
thousands of lives were lost, and the United
States was propelled into a world war. Few
realize that aboard the iconic, ill-fated USS
Arizona were an incredible seventy-nine blood
relatives. Tragically, in an era when family
members serving together was an accepted,
even encouraged, practice, sixty-three of the
Arizona's 1,177 dead turned out to be brothers.
In Brothers Down, acclaimed historian Walter R.
Borneman returns to that critical week of
December, masterfully guiding us on an
unforgettable journey of sacrifice and heroism,
all told through the lives of these brothers and
their fateful experience on the Arizona. Weaving
in the heartbreaking stories of the parents,
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

wives, and sweethearts who wrote to and
worried about these men, Borneman draws from
a treasure trove of unpublished source material
to bring to vivid life the minor decisions that
became a matter of life or death when the bombs
began to fall. More than just an account of
familial bonds and national heartbreak, what
emerges promises to define a turning point in
American military history.
The French and Indian War - Walter R.
Borneman 2009-10-13
In the summer of 1754, deep in the wilderness of
western Pennsylvania, a very young George
Washington suffered his first military defeat, and
a centuries-old feud between Great Britain and
France was rekindled. The war that followed
would be fought across virgin territories, from
Nova Scotia to the forks of the Ohio River, and it
would ultimately decide the fate of the entire
North American continent—not just for Great
Britain and France but also for the Spanish and
Native American populations. Noted historian
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Walter R. Borneman brings to life an epic
struggle for a continent—what Samuel Eliot
Morison called "truly the first world war"—and
emphasizes how the seeds of discord sown in its
aftermath would take root and blossom into the
American Revolution.
April Morning - Howard Fast 1983-06-01
The Battle of Lexington becomes fifteen-year-old
Adam Cooper's initiation into manhood
1812 - Walter R. Borneman 2004-10-05
In June 1812 the still-infant United States had
the audacity to declare war on the British
Empire. Fought between creaking sailing ships
and armies often led by bumbling generals, the
ensuing conflict featured a tit-for-tat "You
burned our capital, so we'll burn yours" and a
legendary battle unknowingly fought after the
signing of a peace treaty. During the course of
the war, the young American navy proved its
mettle as the USS Constitution, "Old Ironsides,"
sent two first-rate British frigates to the bottom,
and a twenty-seven-year-old lieutenant named
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

Oliver Hazard Perry hoisted a flag exhorting,
"Don't Give Up the Ship," and chased the British
from Lake Erie. By 1814, however, the United
States was no longer fighting for free trade,
sailors' rights, and as much of Canada as it could
grab, but for its very existence as a nation. With
Washington in flames, only a valiant defense at
Fort McHenry saved Baltimore from a similar
fate. Here are the stories of commanding
generals such as America's Henry "Granny"
Dearborn, double-dealing James Wilkinson, and
feisty Andrew Jackson, as well as Great Britain's
gallant Sir Isaac Brock, overly cautious Sir
George Prevost, and Rear Admiral George
Cockburn, the man who put the torch to
Washington. Here too are those inadvertently
caught up in the war, from heroine farm wife
Laura Secord, whom some call Canada's Paul
Revere, to country doctor William Beanes, whose
capture set the stage for Francis Scott Key to
write "The Star-Spangled Banner." 1812: The
War That Forged a Nation presents a sweeping
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narrative that emphasizes the struggle's
importance to America's coming-of-age as a
nation. Though frequently overlooked between
the American Revolution and the Civil War, the
War of 1812 did indeed span half a continent -from Mackinac Island to New Orleans, and Lake
Champlain to Horseshoe Bend -- and it paved the
way for the conquest of the other half. During
the War of 1812, the United States cast aside its
cloak of colonial adolescence and -- with both
humiliating and glorious moments -- found the
fire that was to forge a nation.
The war of the American Revolution - Robert W.
Coakley 1975
Valiant Ambition - Nathaniel Philbrick
2017-05-09
A New York Times Bestseller Winner of the
George Washington Prize A surprising account
of the middle years of the American Revolution
and the tragic relationship between George
Washington and Benedict Arnold, from the New
american-spring-lexington-concord-and-the-road-to-revolution

York Times bestselling author of In The Heart of
the Sea, Mayflower, and In the Hurricane's Eye.
"May be one of the greatest what-if books of the
age—a volume that turns one of America’s bestknown narratives on its head.”—Boston Globe
"Clear and insightful, [Valiant Ambition]
consolidates Philbrick's reputation as one of
America's foremost practitioners of narrative
nonfiction."—Wall Street Journal In the second
book of his acclaimed American Revolution
series, Nathaniel Philbrick turns to the tragic
relationship between George Washington and
Benedict Arnold. In September 1776, the
vulnerable Continental army under an unsure
George Washington evacuated New York after a
devastating defeat by the British army. Three
weeks later, one of his favorite generals,
Benedict Arnold, miraculously succeeded in
postponing the British naval advance down Lake
Champlain that might have lost the war. As this
book ends, four years later Washington has
vanquished his demons, and Arnold has fled to
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the enemy. America was forced at last to realize
that the real threat to its liberties might not
come from without but from withinComplex,
controversial, and dramatic, Valiant Ambition is
a portrait of a people in crisis and the war that
gave birth to a nation.
Unruly Americans and the Origins of the
Constitution - Woody Holton 2008-10-14
Average Americans Were the True Framers of
the Constitution Woody Holton upends what we
think we know of the Constitution's origins by
telling the history of the average Americans who
challenged the framers of the Constitution and
forced on them the revisions that produced the
document we now venerate. The framers who
gathered in Philadelphia in 1787 were
determined to reverse America's
post–Revolutionary War slide into democracy.
They believed too many middling Americans
exercised too much influence over state and
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national policies. That the framers were only
partially successful in curtailing citizen rights is
due to the reaction, sometimes violent, of unruly
average Americans. If not to protect civil
liberties and the freedom of the people, what
motivated the framers? In Unruly Americans and
the Origins of the Constitution, Holton provides
the startling discovery that the primary purpose
of the Constitution was, simply put, to make
America more attractive to investment. And the
linchpin to that endeavor was taking power away
from the states and ultimately away from the
people. In an eye-opening interpretation of the
Constitution, Holton captures how the same
class of Americans that produced Shays's
Rebellion in Massachusetts (and rebellions in
damn near every other state) produced the
Constitution we now revere. Unruly Americans
and the Origins of the Constitution is a 2007
National Book Award Finalist for Nonfiction.
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